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Abstract:
Modern technological challenges require understanding and control of processes which occur at
the nanometer (10-9 m) scale or smaller still. In this dissertation, atomically precise scanning probe
microscopy is combined with ensemble-averaged and theoretical techniques to reveal new
aspects of the chemical and physical properties of thin films and layered materials. These results
followed from four primary studies between the UCF and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory.
In the first study, MoS2, a transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD), was generated by an Au assisted
exfoliation technique. Annealing under ultra-clean conditions showed that, rather than undergoing
a structural phase transition, previously undescribed covalent bonding at the S-Au interface
“switches” 2H-MoS2 from semiconductor to metal. This process is expected to guide MoS2’s use
as an atomic scale switch for next-generation electronics. In an analogous study, TaS2 on Cu was
shown to host new electronic states at the valence band edge upon S defect generation. These
states are critical to its use as a catalyst to convert waste carbon oxide to useful fuels and plastics.
In addition to the TMDs, many materials with promise for high-temperature superconductivity are
highly sensitive to surface contamination. BaNi2As2, an iron pnictide superconductor, was
exfoliated in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) to reveal a host of surface reconstructions. These
reconstructions may have been taken as signatures for charge density waves (CDW) in previous
studies and suggest that great care must be taken in generating and studying these materials in
an ultra-clean, consistent way. Finally, the application of silicon-inspired thin film device
fabrication to bioelectronics is discussed. H+ exchange across the interface between a shrimpderived biofilm and metal hydride contact was used as a model system for opening the study of
ion exchange in bioelectronics and related technologies. In total, these four studies represent new
insights into materials engineering efforts across a broad range of potential applications.
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